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Brewery Savings on Ingredient Additions
THE CHALLENGE

When it comes to innovation, Avery Brewing Company is at the forefront of the beer industry. From big hoppy
IPAs to complex sours and barrel aged ales, Avery is constantly pushing the boundaries of what beer can be. To
experiment with new flavors, Avery sources a number of exotic ingredients for their specialty projects or beers.
The difficulty is that traditional methods of ingredient infusion are often inefficient, messy, and costly.
“In the past, when adding certain adjunct ingredients to our beer (coffee, vanilla beans, tangerine peel), we would
put it in nylon bags and throw it in the tank to let it soak for 10 to 14 days. The problem was that the ingredients
were all stuck in the bag and didn’t get to make contact with much of the beer, so it took forever to extract the
flavors! We got good results from using the nylon bags, but it was difficult to get consistent results, batch after
batch, with this method.” – Avery Brewing Blog

THE JOURNEY

Avery contacted Paul Mueller Company to discuss their challenges and potential solutions. Mueller had already
created hop dosing vessels for both hot and cold side applications and began adapting existing designs to create
a new vessel that would work for all manner of spices and botanicals.
The Mueller team then visited Avery’s facility in Boulder, Colorado. Like many growing breweries, cellar space
is at a premium, so Mueller designed a vessel that would fit the facility and be easy for brewers to maneuver
from tank to tank.

THE SOLUTION

This piece of equipment – now known as the maxxLūp – was employed by Avery for a variety of different cellar
and brewhouse applications. Casters were added to the legs so that the maxxLūp could be moved back and
forth between vessels.

THE RESULTS

The maxxLūp provided Avery with time savings on multiple levels. Their processing time for certain
ingredient additions decreased from five employees working all day to one employee working for half a day,
giving the team time to work on other projects. In addition, their steep time for several ingredients was cut
dramatically allowing Avery to free up fermentation space and get more out of the cellar space they already had.
Beyond time savings, using the maxxLūp allowed Avery to decrease ingredient use and achieve the same or
better sensory results. All of this added up to a major cost savings for Avery.
“This is the best ROI we have seen on any vessel we have ever purchased. We are kicking ourselves for not buying
one sooner.” — Dan Strevey, Avery Brewing Co.
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